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WINDSOR PARK    
COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER 

Quarterly Newsletter – Summer 2020 Edition 

 
NOTES ON SCHEDULED HALL AND CITY ACTIVITES 

 
In accordance with the Province of Alberta’s COVID-19 guidelines, regularly scheduled activities at 
the Windsor Park Hall have been suspended until further notice. Please check the website for updates 
on when activities will resume. Activities currently suspended include: 

• WPCL yoga classes (Saturday mornings) 
• Edmonton Rug Hooking Guild’s Drop-in Hook-in (second Thursday evening of each month) 
• Toastmasters (Monday evenings) 

The City has announced that Summer Playground Programs (Green Shack) and Registered Day 
Camps are suspended for the summer of 2020. See MoveLearnPlay.ca for facility and program 
updates.  
 
Due to these changes, you will notice that the format of this newsletter is different from previous 
versions. We hope to return to our normal format for the Fall edition (fingers crossed). Omissions 
from this version include WP and Area Event Listings and some restaurants ads (currently closed 
with no set date for re-opening). Be well! 
 

 

WINDSOR PARK COMMUNITY LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP 
APPLICATION Membership Type:  __Family __Single __Student __Senior __Associate 

Adult 1: _______________________ Adult 2: _____________________ 

Children/Dependents: ______________________________ Age:_______ 

________________________________________________ Age:_______  

________________________________________________ Age:_______ 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

Email: __________________________ Phone: _____________________ 
 
Interested in receiving WPCL email/e-News updates: Yes _____  No _____ 
 
Volunteer interest (optional) – Role, Idea: _______________________________ 

THANK YOU FOR BECOMING A WPCL MEMBER! 

Types of Membership: 

Family (household of any 
number) - $25/year 

Single: $15/year 

Student (18yrs+): $10/year 

Seniors (65yrs+): $0 (or 
donation, if desired) 

Associate Business: $30 

 

Cheques Payable to: 
Windsor Park Community 
League 
11840 87 Ave NW 
Edmonton, AB T6G 2S3 

Membership Contact: 
Marilyn at 780-432-7660 or 
jamesgaa@telusplanet.net  
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WINDSOR PARK COMMUNITY LEAGUE PRESIDENT’S PAGE 
BY SCOTT MEADOWS 

 
These troubled times can leave us feeling exhausted by bad news.  So I’d like to start by highlighting some good news from our 
neighbourhood. 
 
Windsor Park has a resilient network of neighbours built over the years.  I’d like to call out two recent worthy efforts that have 
strengthened that network and helped to stabilize our neighbourhood during the current crisis.  Penny Tucker and Elisabeth 
Beaubien led the first year of Windsor Park’s Abundant Community Initiative.  They recruited a cadre of block connectors and 
established links among neighbours that have been activated to identify neighbours in need, promote social bonds and open 
channels of communication.  Thank you, Penny and Elisabeth.  Elisabeth has now stepped down, but Penny is continuing as 
Neighbourhood Connector.  If you don’t know your block connector, contact Penny (life.dance@telus.net) to find out who it is.  If 
you don’t have one, then there is a need for this key role that you could fill.   
 
I’d also like to thank Past-President and Communications Director Gail Powley.  Gail’s regular messages have provided vital 
information and have helped us realize that we are still connected despite social distancing.  Thank you, Gail, for your ongoing 
service to our community! 
 
Onward to a smorgasbord of other topics of continuing interest... 
Parking:  Elaine Solez has contributed an article about proposed changes to City zoning bylaws regarding parking and the impact 
of the change on our neighbourhood.  I would like to emphasize that no changes are being proposed for this year to the residential 
visitor parking program, and we expect the process to proceed in the fall normally as in past years.  We have been told that 
changes are being considered for future years.  The Executive understands that visitor parking is important to WP residents and 
will continue to monitor and inform the neighbourhood as we learn more. 
 
Neighbourly disputes:  Perhaps it’s the times, but in recent weeks I’ve been contacted about several neighbour-to-neighbour 
disputes involving parking, street cleaning, noise and social distancing.  I’ve been thinking about how the league can help, so I 
contacted the Mediation and Restorative Justice Centre (http://www.mrjc.ca/).  I discovered a local, free professional service to 
help resolve disputes.  The Centre maintains a Conflict Management & Support Hotline at 780-423-0896.  They also offer 
community workshops.  I hope to schedule a workshop at the social hall when we are able to reopen for public events. 
 
Heritage Signs:  WP neighbour Dwayne Hunka has uncovered a 1911 street and lot plan for Windsor Park.  The plan changed 
over time, but Windsor Park north followed the 1911 concept closely.  At that time, our neighbourhood was part of Strathcona and 
did not use the current numbered street system.  Instead, streets were to be named for prominent universities in Canada, the USA 
and the UK, to reflect the close ties among Windsor Park residents, the University of Alberta and worldwide academic 
institutions.  Dwayne has been working closely with City of Edmonton staff to design and install distinctive street signs that 
display the current street name along with university names from the 1911 plan.  Similar signs are posted in Garneau using 
historical street names.  Installation is expected sometime before the fall. 
 
Security:  We continue to receive reports of property crimes in the neighbourhood.  Compared to city averages, our crime rate is 
low; but statistical averages are little consolation to those who have had their homes invaded, their property stolen, or their sense 
of safety threatened.  The need for social distancing has slowed progress on planning, but several topics are on the agenda:  A 
Security Fair held at the social hall to bring police, vendors, security experts and the neighbourhood together to inform, exchange 
ideas and coordinate resources; a security audit process for our residents to request expert review of their homes from a security 
standpoint and to recommend upgrades; a renewed push to build and strengthen a neighbourhood watch.  As always, the 
effectiveness of future security initiatives depends upon passionate and resourceful volunteer leaders. 
 
Besides league-sponsored activities, during this walking season, we can all remain alert to suspicious activities, and report them to 
the police non-emergency line 780-423-4567 or #377 on a mobile.  Many other complaints for socially disruptive activity can also 
be reported to the City.  Please take a moment to review the Neighbourhood Response Guide distributed with the last newsletter, 
or to find it online google “edmonton neighbourhood response.” 
 
Best wishes to all for a happy summer! 
Scott Meadows, WPCL President 
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WPCL EXECUTIVE and VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
Police-Non-Emergency: (780) 423-4567   City of Edmonton – Info & Issue Reporting: 311 

President | Scott Meadows 
wpclpresident@gmail.com  
 
Past President & Communications Director |  
Gail Powley wpclexecutive@gmail.com 
 
Vice-President | Lloyd Steier 
 
Secretary | Ronnene Anderson 
anderpep@telusplanet.net  * 780-919-3538 
 
Treasurer | Chris Carlyle 
 
Finance Audit Committee | Rolf Mirus; Luca 
Vanzella, Harold Banister  
 
Central Area Council/Planning Committee Lead| 
Elaine Solez *esolez@hotmail.com * 780-431-0292 
 
Directors-At-Large |  
Robert Gariepy, Martha Steenstrup 
 
Neighbourhood Connector, Abundant Community | 
Penny Tucker * life.dance@telus.net * 780-970-8418 
 
Building Manager | John Collier|Vacant 
jbcollier@shaw.ca* 780-433-1270 
 
Membership and Landscaping | Marilyn Gaa 
jamesgaa@telusplanet.net * 780-432-7660 
 
Newsletter | Alexia Ferrari 
alexia.lane.ferrari@gmail.com 
 
Hall Rental | Lynn Wolff wpclrentals@gmail.com  
 
Rink Maintenance | Ivan Fair ivanjfair@gmail.com 
 

Soccer (3)| Timur Ozelsel, |Vacant - New Leads 
Needed,  windsorgarneausoccer@gmail.com  
 
Casino (May 18&19) |Bonnie Austen* 
bonniemausten@gmail.com 
 
Social (2) | Gail Powley, Vacant 
 
Facebook | Sara Kalke, sara@sarakalke.com 
 
Sustainability (1) | Dorothee Feils, 
dorothee.feils@windsor-park.ca 
 
Webmaster |Marilyn Steier 
 
University Liaisons |Vacant 
 
Nursery School | Nick Johnson 
nvjohnson08@gmail.com  
 
Neighbour Watch| wpclwatch@gmail.com 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
New Volunteers Always Appreciated!  Please contact Scott Meadows at wpclpresident@gmail.com. 
  

 
WIRELESS PASSWORD for the park is the building address repeated twice 1184011840 

WPCL QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER 
 
Next Deadline: May 14, 2020 
 
Advertising Rates:  
- Windsor Park residents can post short ads for free 
 
- Business Rates: 
 
 
 
¼ page     ½ page  Full page 
 

$60 

Note: If you are new to the community, or know of any new Windsor Park residents, please 
contact wpclpresident@gmail.com so we can extend a community welcome! 

$15 $30 
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SOCIAL AND COMMUNITICATIONS COLUMN 
Social, Communications Director, and Past-President, Gail Powley 

 
Hello Windsor Park Neighbours! 
 
What a year 2020 has been so far!  Thank you all for making the best, out of what could have been the 
worst of times.  These months of self-isolation to minimize COVID impact in our city, has shown what 
Edmonton can do when we combine respecting science and loving our neighbours.   
Here is just a sample -  of what the combination of planned and spontaneous action has brought to our 
neighbourhood: 

- Windsor	Park	Neighbour-Porch	Concerts:	led	by	teenage-flutists	to	established	Jazz	artists,	to	local	professional	
Martin	Kerr,	to	University	(Faculty)	Club	e-Music	night,	to	(in	the	future)	Violinists’	in	a	fund-raiser	for	the	
Edmonton	Symphony. 

- WPCL	Edo	e-Talk:	with	neighbour	professor	and	textile	expert	Patricia	Dolez,	on	PPE	(Personal	Protective	
Equipment) 

- Scavenger	Hunt	–	Windsor	Park	Neighbours	with	a	Heart:	Hundreds	of	Windsor	Park	Neighbours	placed	a	
Heart	in	their	Window,	providing	a	Scavenger	hunt	for	our	neighbourhood	children	and	raising	thousands	of	
dollars	for	the	homeless	through	Hope	Mission. 

- WPCL	Easter	Egg	in-the-window-hunt:	Thanks	to	the	Windsor	Park	Easter	Bunny,	and	Secretary	Andie	–	30	
Windsor	Park	Children	enjoyed	this	socially	distanced	hunt	of	Windsor	Park	Easter	Decorated	homes,	who	
picked	up	treats	at	the	University	(Faculty)	Club. 

- WPCL	Sustainability	Sessions:	hearing	about	Butterflies	from	neighbourhood	expert	Felix	Sperling	via	Zoom,	to	a	
socially-distanced	plant	swap	event	near	the	hall. 

- Supporting	Anti-Racism:	with	neighbourhood	parents	decorating	their	cars	and	driving	their	families	out	to	the	
rally	at	the	legislature	on	Friday,	June	5	–	which	has	been	recognized	as	one	of	the	largest	such	events	in	Canada,	
and	one	of	the	most	peaceful	and	COVID-compliant	with	a	great	majority	of	the	participants	wearing	their	masks 

- WPCL	Socially	Distanced	E-Wine	Sessions:	Which	really	helped	us	launch	into	how	we	can	be	apart	together.	It	
was	charmingly	familiar	to	hear	Scott’s	voice	and	see	the	other	20	or	more	families	enjoying	the	sessions	
describing	the	mini-bottles	of	wine-of-the-day. 

- Socially	Distanced	Nordic	Walking:	is	now	underway,	with	Bonnie	continuing	to	lead	the	charge 
- WPCL	Pilot	Garden	Plots:	Marcey	has	done	amazing	work	finding	this	opportunity	for	us	to	join	in	on	this	new	

City	pilot	initiative,	using	space	around	the	WPCL	hall. 

Also during this time – Windsor Park community work was getting done by many neighbours stepping up: 
- WP	Website:	Marilyn	Steier	has	been	revamping	our	website	–	content	is	always	welcome,	so	please	feel	free	to	

suggest	information	that	you	feel	would	be	helpful	to	the	community 
- Neighbourhood Connector Penny	and	WP	Block	Connectors	have	been	keeping	things	interesting	–	with	zoom	

or	porch	events	like	“Baking-at-a-Distance”	and	more. 
- Windsor	Park	School	Council	and	Fund-raising	Committee	organizing	“A	Project	of	Togetherness	in	an	Era	of	

Being	Apart,”	a	Memorial	for	the	Mousavi	family	lost	in	the	January	2020	Iranian	plane	crash.  To	donate	
contact	Windsor	Park	Fundraising	Society at https://windsorpark.epsb.ca/forparents/parentgroups/ 

- Heritage	Street	Signs	similar to those in	Garneau	and	other	nearby	neighborhoods,	following	the	1912	city	
plans	for	the	Windsor	Park	area	which	included	names	of	global	universities from	McGill	to	Oxford.	 The final 
design was agreed	at	the	recent	open	meeting	of	the	WPCL	community	league Executive. 

- WPCL	future	plans	to	consider	naming	Windsor	Park	parkette	areas	for	past	residents	or	historic	communities 
- Tree	Dedication	plans	for	Windsor	Park’s	oldest	resident	–	Betty	Lilge	who	just	turned	105	this	year!	Thanks	to	

her	neighbours	for	helping	plan	this,	as	well	as	her	son	Jay	for	sharing	his	family’s	Windsor	Park	stories	with	us. 
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- WP	NextDoor	App:	Arthur	and	the	WPCL	Security	Committee	found	an	app	that	has	connected	community	in	
real-time.	Please	consider	adding	yourself	to	the	Windsor	Park	Group	on	the	Nextdoor	App	(through	your	smart	
phone	or	desktop)	and	join	over	200	Windsor	Park	neighbours! 

With that – I will sign off for now, and again THANK YOU ALL for being such Great Neighbours! 
 
Bye for now, 
Gail 
 

SEEKING BUILDING MANAGER - WINDSOR PARK COMMUNITY LEAGUE 

The league is seeking a new building manager to permit John Collier to be relieved from his responsibilities.  
John served many years as President and continues to serve on the WPCL Development Committee and as 
Building Manager.  The league and the neighbourhood owe John a huge debt of gratitude for countless hours 
beyond the call of duty, and he has requested a well-deserved retirement from the Building Manager position. 
 
The league is offering $20 per hour, up to $1000 per month to hire a paid building manager.  The job requires 
significant work to maintain the building and grounds, to purchase supplies, to maintain liaison with building 
users, and to coordinate with outside contractors.  John can offer orientation to the position and will remain 
available to advise the new building manager as required. 
 
A detailed job description is available.  Email inquiries to Scott Meadows at wpclpresident@gmail.com.   
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AN EYE ON CITY HALL, BY ELAINE SOLEZ, WPCL CIVICS DIRECTOR 
1. Open Parking in the Works 
 
A proposal to significantly change Zoning Bylaw parking requirements for residential and commercial 
developments will be considered at a City Council Public Hearing on June 23, 2020. In contrast with City 
regulated parking, Open Parking is developer driven. If approved, Open Parking is expected to replace current 
parking regulations on September 1, 2020.  
 
Currently the Zoning Bylaw specifies the number of parking spaces required for various types of residential and 
commercial developments. For example, one parking space is required for a single family home. If that 
development also has a secondary suite, a parking space is required for the suite as well, for a total of two 
parking spaces on the property.  
 
Open Parking deregulates parking significantly. It allows developers to decide how much parking to provide, 
within reason. Accessible parking for people with mobility challenges and bicycle parking will continue to be 
required in higher density residential and in commercial developments. The City may ask a developer to 
conduct a parking study to justify a low amount of or no on-site parking in higher density developments. 
Parking maximums remain in place in areas well served by transit. 
 
These Zoning Bylaw amendments also eliminate the distinction between accessory and non-accessory parking. 
Currently only accessory parking is allowed on low-density residential properties, i.e., parking for residents and 
visitors. Non-accessory parking, i.e., parking for people not living at or visiting a residence, is not permitted.  
 
This change means that up to three parking spaces in a driveway or garage can be used by or rented to people 
who are not living at or visiting the property where the parking spaces are located. More than three parking 
spaces used by vehicles of non-residents is considered a “surface parking lot” and is not an allowed use on low-
density residential properties. Parking in the front yard continues to be prohibited. 
 
Implications of Open Parking for Windsor Park:  

• Although there will be no parking requirements for low-density residential developments, we expect single family 
infill homes in the neighbourhood will continue to be built with 2 or 3-car garages, whether or not they have a 
secondary or garden suite. 

• Residents will be able to rent up to three parking spaces on their property to non-residents, i.e., on their driveway 
or in their garage.  

• We may see more residents park their vehicles on the street because they are renting parking space in their 
driveway or garage. 

 
Note: This Zoning Bylaw change does not affect the resident parking stickers and visitor parking passes for 
Windsor Park residents. These continue to be available and can be renewed this fall as usual. 
 
2. New City Council Ward Boundary Proposal 
 
Edmonton is growing in population and recently annexed lands to the south toward the airport and Beaumont, 
expanding its geographical size. City Council established a Ward Boundary Commission about a year ago to 
propose new ward boundaries in advance of the next municipal election to take this growth into account but not 
increase the number of wards.  
 
In the proposal, Windsor Park will be grouped with other southside communities (shown as Ward H on the 
map). This is good news, although the new ward will extend further south and not as far east as Ward 8, our 
current ward. The new east boundary is Mill Creek Ravine.  
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Earlier in 2020, on some of the coldest days in January, the Commission held a few public engagement sessions 
to gather feedback on two proposed ward boundary options. One option put Windsor Park and three other 
communities in the university area in a ward along with some downtown and west end communities. The 
Windsor Park Community League was concerned about that option and advocated to remain in a ward with 
other southside communities. We are pleased with the result. 
 
The Commission’s proposal was on the May 25, 2020 City Council agenda and is expected to be considered for 
approval at the June 23, 2020 Public Hearing. The Commission’s report and proposed ward boundary map are 
posted on the City’s website: https://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/documents/meetings/Attachment_1_-
_Ward_Boundary_Commission_Final_Report.pdf 

 
 
 

 

COE Neighbourhoods

Community Leagues

North Saskatchewan River

Arterial Roadways
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PARK PLAN FINALIZED AND NEXT STEPS, BY ELAINE SOLEZ, CHAIR, PARK AMENITIES 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 
First, thanks to all the Windsor Park residents who braved a blustery, snowy afternoon to attend the March 11 
Open House on park amenities plans. Over 50 people attended, mostly Windsor Park residents along with a few 
others whose children attend Windsor Park School or who work at the day care and afterschool programs.  
 
The Open House has the distinction of being one of the last public events held at the hall and one of the last in-
person engagement events attended by City staff before the Covid-19 cancellations and closures.  
 
The feedback we received from the Open House has been most helpful in finalizing the site plan for park 
development. The major change was to remove a proposed north-south path through the grassy area of the north 
park. Instead the plan shows a short path into that area from the curb ramp at the corner of Windsor Road and 
119th St. to provide access for residents using mobility aids or pushing strollers. The completed plan is on the 
league’s website at http://www.windsor-park.ca/index.html 
 
All three amenities proposed for the park—Garden, Games & Gathering Space; Fitness Stations along the 
existing trail through the park; and the Spray Pad & Water Station—received strong support and minimal 
opposition. Many feedback forms included suggestions of ways to enhance these park amenities. These ideas 
will be considered as park planning continues.  
 
A huge thank-you to the community residents who volunteered to participate on the committees that will work 
on each amenity with City staff going forward. These committees of volunteers are essential to seeing the 
projects come to life. 
 
Based on the final plan, the feedback and funding availability, in April the league executive approved moving 
forward at this time with the Spray Pad & Water Station project (the spray pad has long been a community 
priority) and to start the Garden project with the tree labeling component, which a committee has been working 
on and can be completed independently. We are aiming to install the tree labels and construct the spray pad in 
2021. 
 
To move forward, the Project Proposal for the Spray Pad and Water Station has been submitted to the City, and 
the Spray Pad committee will be busy over the summer putting together the project documents the City requires 
in order to apply for the NPDP (Neighbourhood Park Development Program) grant. 
 
The league also is looking into the possibility of historic designation or recognition for the north (flower) park 
as the next step for the Garden project. The north park was professionally designed and landscaped in the mid-
1950s. Rebuilding the retaining wall and steps in the park is part of the Garden project. These discussions with 
the City about the potential for historic designation will inform further work on the Garden and the Fitness 
Stations.  
 
In closing I’d like to thank Park Planning Committee members Scott Meadows, Bonnie Austen, Martha 
Steenstrup and Marilyn Steier as well as our City liaison, Kate Russell, for their work and contributions 
throughout the development of the park plan. 
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COMMUNITY GARDENS – AN ARTICLE BY COUNCILLOR HENDERSON 

 
Bright flowers, crisp vegetables, plump fruit and happy faces.  Community Gardens deliver all this and 
more.  They are nature’s classrooms.  Not just a way to grow tomatoes, but a gathering place for neighbours, a 
healthy way to connect with new and old friends, and a learning environment.  Volunteers are more than happy 
to share their knowledge of composting, food production, and sustainable use of land.    
 
A lot of  people have felt particularly confined during the COVID pandemic and late-to-arrive spring weather.  I 
know many were concerned that the restrictions would limit access to these gardens, so I am pleased that the 
City has worked out a safe way that Community Gardens can go ahead.  Additionally, the program will be 
expanded this summer to meet increased demand.  
 
To do this, we’ll be allowing land owned and leased by the City, as well as by Community Leagues, to be 
turned into gardening space. We’ll also be streamlining the application process to make Community Garden 
development easier than ever.  
 
In order to protect the health of all Community Garden users, administration has put together new user 
guidelines. These include observing physical distancing, not sharing garden tools, and ensuring that any other 
health and safety recommendations are followed. When out in Community Gardens, please be respectful, 
courteous and aware of others in the area – this may mean that you’ll have to choose alternate times to do your 
gardening, but with a little bit of understanding and cooperation, we should all be able to make it work. 
 
Communal gardening is not new and Edmonton has a long history of urban food production, with shared garden 
spaces dating back more than a century. During the First and Second World Wars, residents would plant 
Victory Gardens on private and public land to reduce pressure on the public food supply and boost morale. 
Eventually, this movement led to the creation of initiatives like our Community Garden program, which now 
operates 80 garden sites. We are encouraging Edmontonians to make use of their front yards for these modern-
day Victory Gardens. Along with Urban Hen and Urban Beekeeping initiatives, Community Gardens are part of 
the city landscape and contribute to the efforts to reduce waste and ensure food security.   To find a garden near 
you and learn more about the new guidelines or how to get involved, visit edmonton.ca/communitygardens. 
 
These past few weeks have brought about unprecedented changes in our community, but I’m thrilled to see so 
many Edmontonians adapting and cooperating. I want to thank you for this. As always, if you have any 
questions about Community Gardens or any other civic issue, you can reach me at 
ben.henderson@edmonton.ca. 
 

WINDSOR PARK URBAN POLING 

Urban Poling (walking with sticks) will start after the May long week-end. We will walk 
on Mondays and Thursdays meeting at the league hall at 7:00 p.m. Due to the virus, we will 
practice social distancing by staggering ourselves. Wear a mask if you wish.  
Urban Poling will appeal to those who like to walk but want to enhance their fitness level. It is a great 
way to meet your neighbours and to explore Windsor Park and beyond.  
For more information about joining this fun group, contact Bonnie. Poles can be provided if needed. 
There is no cost to league members.      
 
Bonnie M Austen B.P.E., MEd, AFLCA      
Urban Poling Leader 
bonniemausten@gmail.com 
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Congratulations Graduates 
Given the fact that formal graduation ceremonies are cancelled this year due to COVID, I encourage 
all friends and neighbours in the community to celebrate alongside you (at an appropriate 
distance) and help mark this important milestone. 
  
To the graduating class, Congratulations 
Do not allow twelve weeks of uncertainty this year to distract from the twelve years of 
accomplishment! The education you have received from Edmonton Public Schools has helped prepare 
you for whatever steps you take or adversity you might face. Your work ethic, character, leadership, 
perseverance, friendships— all of these are in no way devalued and cannot be taken from you. You 
made it! 
  
To your families: Thank you.  
Public education is truly a partnership and I hope that you are able to celebrate this special milestone 
together in the traditions of your family. As a parent myself, I believe the saying “the days are long but 
the years are short” could not be more true. All of those lunches and snacks (packed), jackets and 
boots (zipped), homework and headaches (check!) over the years have culminated in 
this great achievement. You also made it! 
  
To the graduates: A request   
Along the way when times were tough, I’m guessing a special adult — maybe a teacher, coach, 
custodian, or mentor in your school helped you, believed in you, sparked a passion in you for a certain 
subject or gave you that extra push to persevere and pursue excellence. My humble request of you is 
to find that person and thank them for making a difference in your life and let them know what you 
want to do next. It will mean the world to them. You may not know it, but they take just as much pride 
in celebrating your accomplishment as you do and it will re-energize them to keep making a difference 
in the lives of the next generation. They are proud of you too, and rightly so. 
  
Please celebrate safely and have a wonderful, happy, healthy, physically-distanced-but-socially-
connected summer. 
 
Sincerely, 
Michael Janz 
Trustee, Edmonton Public School Board 

 

 
 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT! 
 

The Club Bar and Patio are now OPEN with limited seating available. 
Hours are 11:30 am - 8:00 pm Monday-Friday 

 
Take-Out hours are 11:30 am - 7:30 pm  

Call us to place your order!! 
780-492-4231 
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A PROJECT OF TOGETHERNESS IN AN ERA OF STAYING APART 

 
Roughly two months on since we first came to know that ubiquitous phrase “social distancing”, it’s almost hard 
to imagine there was a “pre-COVID” time. The yellow caution tape around the Windsor Park playground 
reminds us that, like school days and recesses, many things were halted abruptly as we wrestled with how the 
“new normal” had to look.  
 
Gradually though, it feels like some green shoots of normal life have started to emerge – both literally, as we 
finally shrugged off winter and embraced (or lunged for!) our gardening tools and running shoes; and 
figuratively, as we’ve managed to return some attention to the plans and projects we had in the works in the 
‘before times’. 
 
For the Windsor Park School Council and Fundraising Society, a very important green shoot has been 
resuming efforts to commemorate some dear members of our school community. 
 
On January 8, our community was shocked and saddened by news of the tragic loss of the Mousavi family, 
who were engaged with Windsor Park School for many years.   
 
Since that time, students, teachers and parents of Windsor Park School have worked to undertake a project to 
commemorate the Mousavi family. Our goal has been to fashion a tangible expression that will help the 
family’s memory live on at Windsor Park School.   
 
Following considerable brainstorming, discussions and engagement, the decision was made to pursue a 
memorial bench installation.  
 
Made of natural materials, the memorial will feature four large stone benches – each commemorating a 
member of the family – encircling a tree and surrounded by a stone border. Accessible and welcoming to the 
public, the memorial will complement and be integrated with other developed elements in the front grounds of 
Windsor Park School (such as the existing Naturescape gardens). 
 
Plans and construction have been approved and are moving forward, with an expected completion by the end 
of June.  
 
Many residents of the Windsor Park Community have expressed an interest in supporting these 
commemoration efforts. If you would like to contribute to the project, donations can be made to the Windsor 
Park Fundraising Society (8720 – 118 Street, Edmonton). We will also be launching a GoFundMe effort to 
support the memorial project. 
 
One of the most remarkable things about Windsor Park is its strong sense of community. In the wake of the 
tragic events in January, we saw students, staff, parents and members of the broader community pulling 
together and supporting each other. Our hope is that the Mousavi Memorial will serve as another community 
gathering point – for retreat, reflection and remembrance of those who are gone but should never be forgotten.  
 
Mike Reid 
Chair, Windsor Park School Council and Fundraising Society 
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Easter decorations courtesy of Zoe, Sue, Mark and Acadia dog Fitzsimmons! 
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GUEST COLUMNISTS: THE LIVES OF YOUNG MUSICIANS IN WINDSOR PARK 

Hi everyone! Our names are Chiara and Juliana Concini. We’ve lived in Windsor Park our whole lives, and 
attended pre-school, daycare, and elementary at Windsor Park School. We recently hosted a flute duet concert 
from our front porch. About 35 friends and neighbours tuned in. We had a blast playing for everyone and we 
hope to do it again sometime. But it wasn’t always this enjoyable…  
 
C: One of my first memories associated with music is being in our flute teacher’s basement studio spitting 
raisins across the room (and then running around and eating them off the floor). I was three years old. That is 
how I learned how to “tongue” on the flute. It’s hard to keep a three year old focused (at least that’s what my 
mother tells me). It couldn’t have been easy having to sit through hours of flute lessons when my sister and I 
were younger, before we could really play. I remember her carrying my sister out of a lesson once when she 
was rolling around on the floor and laughing so hard that nothing could be accomplished. 
 
J: We first started playing using a wooden stick with colourful stickers on it that represented the keys. That is 
how I learned “tonguing” and “fingerings” when I was little. We eventually progressed to a metal version which 
had a curved head joint. That was soon replaced by a straight one when we were tall enough. I remember having 
to go to group lessons every Thursday. I really didn’t like those. 
 
C: Neither did I. I used to complain about practicing too.  
 
J: Same here. But we stuck with it… 
 
C: Did we ever… for me, it’s been 14 years since those early raisin-spitting days. For Juliana, 12. I’m surprised 
we made it this far, because from ages 5-13 I don’t think either of us really enjoyed it much.  
 
J: We played because it was something we felt we had to do. I don’t think our parents ever forced us to 
continue; in fact I remember them asking if we wanted to quit multiple times along the way. Yet, we always 
refused.  
 
C: As much as we complained about practicing, group lessons, recitals, we never wanted to quit. Why? I don’t 
think I can pinpoint a specific reason. Whenever the topic of quitting came up, I got this bad feeling in the pit of 
my stomach. Somehow, I just knew it was a bad idea. I am so grateful we both stuck with it. Now, we play for 
pure enjoyment. I love playing the flute with Juliana, especially over these past months at home because it has 
brought us both a lot of joy.   

AL-ANON	ADVERTISEMENT 
	

What	can	you	do	when	someone	close	to	you	drinks	too	much?	
	

You	might	be	surprised	at	what	you	can	learn	at	an	Al-Anon	meeting	
 

For meeting information contact: 
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS  

(including Alateen) 
Web Page:  www.al-anon.ab.ca  
Phone 24 hours:  780-443-6000 
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The Butterflyway Project 
 The Butterflyway Project https://davidsuzuki.org/take-action/act-locally/butterflyway/ is a 
citizen-led movement, launched by the David Suzuki Foundation, that’s growing highways of habitat 
for bees and butterflies across Canada, one pollinator-friendly planting at a time. Over the past few 
decades populations of bees and butterflies have dramatically decreased due to loss of habitat, food 
sources and use of pesticides.  We depend on these insects to pollinate our crops, fruit trees and 
flowers - they are responsible for bringing us one out of every three bites of food! 
 
The Butterflyway Project began in five Canadian cities in 2017. A team of volunteer Butterflyway 
Rangers was recruited in each city. Their mission was to plant native wildflowers in yards, 
schoolyards, streets and parks to support bees, butterflies and other pollinators. The goal was to 
establish local “Butterflyways” by planting at least a dozen pollinator patches in each neighbourhood. 

Over the past three years, they’ve recruited and trained 599 Butterflyway Rangers who have 
connected with neighbours, schools, city agencies, businesses and community groups. To date, 
they’ve helped: 

• Get 28,908 butterfly-friendly wildflowers into the ground. 
• Create 754 pollinator patches. 
• Grow Butterflyways in nine communities. 

These small groups of residents have made a big difference. Butterflyway Rangers can connect you 
with the knowledge you need to start your own butterfly-friendly garden.  If you would like to get 
involved contact Margie Ritchie. 

Your neighbourhood Butterflyway nranger - Margie Ritchie  
Ph (780) 431-1789     
margie.ritchie@shaw.ca 
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ARE OUR LAWNS HURTING US AND THE ENVIRONMENT? 

Blog post by: Scott Tansowny 
https://www.jaysandgrayling.ca/post/are-our-lawns-hurting-us-and-the-
environment?postId=5ec2229645753f0017ab78fc 
 
With spring arriving, city dwellers are coming out of their winter slumbers to start working on their 
lawns. They’re overseeding new grass to thicken their turf, spreading nitrogen fertilizer to promote 
grass growth, and spraying the first dandelions of the year with broad-leaf herbicides. Signs start to 
pop up on people’s front yards reading something like, “Protected by John’s Weed Killer Extreme” 
and a rumble of mowers echos through the neighbourhood as pieces of dandelion fly out the discharge 
chutes. This is all to create that perfect lawn you see on TV and in magazines; green and uniform with 
a white picket fence along one side. Does anybody ever stop and wonder why? Hundreds of dollars are 
being spent to spread chemicals across our neighbourhoods just to promote a monoculture of a non-
native grass. Is there not a better way? 
 
Where did this practice come from? 
 
In the late 1700s lawns started to appear in the yards of wealthy North Americans, fashioned after 
gardens in England.¹ In England large estates were accompanied by nicely maintained lawns. It 
wasn’t until 1868, however, that lawns really started to gain traction in North America as up until this 
point, yards were typically fenced in gardens. 
 
In 1868 a man named Fredrick Law Olmsted designed a suburb outside of Chicago called Riverside, 
one of the first planned suburban communities in the United States. The community laid out 
instructions that each house had to be set back thirty feet from the road and the yard was to contain 
one or two trees and must include “a lawn that would flow seamlessly into his neighbors’, creating the 
impression that all lived together in a single park”.² Shortly after this a book by Frank J. Scott, titled 
The Art of Beautifying Suburban Home Grounds, was released and put a huge amount of importance 
on the lawn. The first sentence of a chapter titled, “The Lawn” states, “A smooth, closely-shaven 
surface of grass is by far the most essential element of beauty on the grounds of a suburban house.”³ 
In the 1950s Abraham Levitt created Levittown, the first neighbourhood where lawns were in place 
already. In this community, homeowners were required to sign a contract stipulating they were to cut 
their lawn at least once a week from April until November. Abraham Levitt considered the lawn to be 
the most important feature in the community’s landscape.⁴ These, among other early influences, 
started to shape how yards were to look in a “proper” suburban home. 
 
Starting in the 1940s, pesticides began to arrive. Chemical companies started making broadleaf 
herbicides such as The American Chemical Paint Company’s 2,4-D in 1944 and Dow Chemical 
Company’s 2-4 Dow weed killer in 1947 and insecticides started to show up such as DDT.⁵ As these 
chemical pesticides became available to the public, the marketing began. In the early days, marketing 
explained what chemicals the product contained and how they would kill unwanted weeds and insects 
from your lawn but as time passed the names of the chemicals started to disappear and the marketing 
focused on the ease of use and effectiveness in achieving a “perfect” lawn. Today, commercial 
marketing is driving much of the obsession towards a dark green lawn with no weeds or insects. The 
deep green colour is entirely created by commercial advertising, a lighter colour of lawn actually 
represents better fertility, root development, and disease resistance but deep green grass usually 
requires much more chemical use to achieve.⁶ 
 
The chemical companies used marketing to continue to advance the feeling that a lush green lawn 
with no weeds or insects in sight is not only favourable, but a necessity. It is to the point that citizens 
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are shunned and looked down upon for not conforming to this philosophy and creating that “perfect” 
lawn. Because of this people want that perfect lawn at any cost. A 2002 survey in Toronto found that 
81% of residents felt that it was important for lawns to have no visible signs of weeds and 79% felt no 
visible signs of insects was important.⁷ 
 
A combination of factors created the ubiquitous green lawn in front yards across North America and it 
appears that these types of yards aren’t going anywhere soon. 
 
So, what’s the problem? 
 
It is obvious that green lawns are loved in North America. They make great areas to play games and 
sports and create a nice, even look throughout a community. So what is the problem with this? 
 
Water Use 
 
The amount of water required to keep a lawn alive and green is immense. The average lawn requires 
almost 40 000 litres of water each summer to stay green.⁸ Depending on the climate of the city, up to 
70% of our water use goes just to our landscapes.⁹ 
 
Grass lawns require a huge amount of water for a couple of reasons. The first reason is the plants are 
not native and don't thrive in our natural climate. In order for grass lawns to stay vibrant green they 
need more water than what our climate provides so that means they need to be frequently watered. 
The second reason is the amount of rainwater that exits a grass lawn as runoff. The shorter and more 
packed down grasses are, the less intake of water into the soil. As well, the absence of dead vegetation 
greatly reduces water intake into the soil and increases runoff.¹⁰ A grass lawn doesn’t let water 
absorb, instead you see it stream down the gutters in front of your house. 
 
Many places are facing water shortages due to droughts and with our warming climate, water will 
continue to become a more and more precious resource. Is wasting it watering a front lawn a good use 
of this resource? As climate change continues to increase our average temperatures and cause longer 
and more severe droughts, the water use associated with green lawns will either need to increase even 
beyond current levels or our lawns will need to evolve and change. 
 
Another big issue with the amount of water being used on lawns is that water carries the fertilizers 
and pesticides we use on our lawns into our rivers and water supplies, hurting the environment and 
contaminating our drinking water. The use of pesticides and fertilizers, however, is a whole nother 
bag of worms. 
 
Pesticides and Fertilizers 
 
Every “proper” North American lawn care program includes a host of herbicides, insecticides, 
fungicides, and artificial, chemical fertilizers. In fact, most households in North American suburbia 
apply more pesticides per acre to their lawns than most farmers spread on crops.¹¹ These chemicals 
have many impacts on our own health and the health of the environment around us.  
 
Pesticides from lawns leech into the waterways around us and, ultimately, into our drinking water 
supply having negative impacts on our health. Studies have found that low doses of lawn-care 
herbicides — levels below what is assumed to have adverse health consequences for humans — cause 
complications to developing embryos and have been linked to a considerable amount of negative 
health effects.¹² ¹³ Many lawn pesticides have been linked to negative reproductive effects, 
neurotoxicity, kidney and liver damage, endocrine disruption, and cancer.¹⁴ Chemicals used on lawns 
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don’t just impact our water either; they have even been shown to end up within our residences in 
house dust from being tracked in from the outdoors.¹⁵ 
 
Chemicals from our lawns can also have impacts on the natural environment around us. A 2015 study 
found freshwater fish to be greatly affected by pesticides. The fish developed behavioural disorders 
and genetic defects when exposed to insecticides. The fish were found to be particularly sensitive to 
the environmental contamination of water and insecticides were concluded to cause serious 
impairment to physiological and health status of the fish.¹⁶ As well, a 2002 study found that 
pesticides found in streams during spring and early summer were toxic to many aquatic plants, 
degrading the quality of the ecosystem.¹⁷ 
 
It has been shown that banning pesticide use on lawns does have positive impacts on water quality. 
For example, one year after cosmetic pesticides were banned in Ontario, concentrations of pesticides 
in urban stream water were significantly reduced. Pesticides including 2,4-D; dicamba; MCPP; total 
phenoxy herbicides; and total insecticides were all in much lower concentrations than before the 
ban.¹⁸ 
 
The use of chemicals on our lawns clearly has impacts on ourselves and on our natural world but what 
if we don’t use any chemicals? Is a grass lawn still an issue? 
 
Biodiversity 
 
With a perfect grass lawn the goal is to remove all plants that aren’t grass and remove all insects, 
small mammals, and amphibians. Essentially the goal is to create a plot of land with a biodiversity of 
one species. 
 
With only grass there are no flowering plants and nowhere for pollinators to get nectar. Bees are the 
most obvious species to be impacted by this lack of flowers. It has been well documented that 
honeybee colonies have been collapsing due to colony collapse disorder so our native bees are going to 
be ever more important to protect. If you let your lawn grow a bit until dandelions start to bloom you 
will quickly see how many bees rush to the bright yellow flowers to gather nectar. Grass offers nothing 
to pollinators who need the nectar from flowers to survive. Monarch butterflies are another pollinator 
that is impacted by the lack of flowers in our yards. Monarch populations have declined by more than 
80% from the 21-year average across North America in recent years.¹⁹ 
 
Pollinators such as bees, beetles, moths, and butterflies are impacted by these monoculture 
ecosystems but what about other animals? Yards devoid of a variety of plants are not going to have a 
healthy population of insects, even without considering insecticides. With no insects there will be no 
birds, small mammals, or amphibians. With only grass you will find you have just that, only grass. 
 
The more diversity of plant and insect life you have in your yard the more your yard will come alive. It 
will come alive with scurrying voles, singing clay-colored sparrows, and beautiful butterflies. The key 
to any healthy ecosystem, urban or not, is biodiversity. 
 
What are the alternatives? 
 
Vegetable gardens 
 
Vegetable gardens are a great alternative to a lawn of grass. Organic gardening allows us to connect 
with our yards in a very deep way. When the food that we put into our body is being grown by us, we 
gain a connection and appreciation to the food and the land. Gardening has also been shown to 
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positively affect our mental health with noticeable decreases in depression and anxiety and a 
quantifiable increase in attentional capacity and self-esteem.²⁰ 
 
Vegetable gardens also attract a ton of beneficial insects, birds, and other wildlife. A vegetable garden 
is a much better use of the space in our yards than a lawn. 
 
Diverse selections of plants 
 
You can use all types of plants to partly or completely replace grass in your yard. There are many grass 
alternatives that are drought tolerant so they don’t need to be watered and have beautiful flowers 
attracting insects and providing habitat for the species around us. A few grass alternatives are moss, 
thyme, sedum, or clover. Dutch clover is great for adding nitrogen to the soil and pollinators flock to 
the flowers. In fact, before herbicide companies convinced us that clover was bad (herbicides that 
target broad-leaf plants kill clover along with all of the other weeds), it was common and encouraged 
to have clover in a good lawn mix to increase nitrogen in the soil. Frank J. Scott, in his 1870 book 
about keeping a proper yard said, “No better varieties of grass for lawns can be found than those that 
form the turf of old and closely fed pastures, blue-grass and white clover are the staple grasses in 
them”.²¹ 
 
A mix of different species of plants will add a variety of benefits to your yard. The more biodiversity 
you can create, the more healthy of an ecosystem you will have. 
 
Keep it organic 
 
If removing your grass lawn is not an option for you you can still have a positive impact by cutting out 
chemicals. Instead of spraying for weeds, pick them by hand or let some of them grow and avoid 
chemical fertilizers. If you keep your lawn organic you can greatly decrease the negative impact of 
your yard on the environment and your community’s health. The dangers of pesticide use are too 
great to just ignore. 
 
Closing 
 
Unfortunately a 2002 analysis of the lawn care reform movement in Canada suggested that the 
current support of changing the way we keep our lawns is “confined to narrow environmental 
concerns that [does] little to address wider social and environmental issues”. The analysis went on to 
state that measures should be taken to build radical social and environmental alternatives that extend 
beyond the current view of the lawn. The analysis also pointed out that a “powerful counter-
discourse” is in place challenging the status quo and emphasising human health and environmental 
costs in how we currently keep our lawns.²² Do North Americans care more about the uniform 
appearance of their lawn or about the impacts our lawns have on our environment and health? I think 
people do care more about their health and the environment and that change can happen. I believe 
that the more people are educated on both the negative impacts of how we currently keep our lawns 
and on what better alternatives exist, people will start to adapt better approaches. 
 
So what makes a beautiful lawn? Is it a uniform green with no imperfections or is it a living ecosystem 
with different plant and animal species living with us in our urban settings? I challenge you to take a 
look out your window and think about how your lawn impacts the environment around you. What 
small change could you make to positively impact your community and the natural world around you? 
 
See the original blog post for references.  
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Ecological Thinking at Windsor Park 
Contributed by Adrian Mohammed of Newo Energy 
 
The global environment is calling on humans to change our actions, but also our way of problem solving. 
Towards these ends, Windsor Park’s Community League’s solar system is not only finished (!), but also offers a 
wonderful example of ecological thinking.  
 

 
 
Our solar system was completed earlier this fall, with the official hand off on November 19, 2019. The solar 
system is designed to completely cover the electrical energy consumption of the Windsor Park building over the 
course of one year. Not only does this help mitigate the league’s collective climate footprint, but also serves as a 
practical and meaningful symbol of a commitment to being more ecologically conscious. 
 
The project goes many steps further than simply solar panels on a roof. By partnering with local nonprofit 
Newo Global Energy (Newo), Windsor Park worked to create a project that had further-reaching social, 
educational and economic impacts as well. Firstly,  Newo and Windsor Park worked in partnership to submit a 
grant application for EcoCity Edmonton for a project that included training and work experience for people with 
barriers to employment, along with a solar installation.  
 
Funds from our successful application were then used to provide a solar training at the Bissell Centre and to hire 
recent students from a Yellowhead Tribal Development Foundation (YTDF) solar training program. Three 
graduates from the YTDF training course worked to complete our solar system alongside Adrian Mohammed, 
Newo’s master electrician, and the Newo solar installation team.  
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One of the solar graduates who worked on our roof is Verna, a scaffolder looking to transition into the green 
economy. Originally from a reserve near Cold Lake, Verna moved to the Edmonton area as a young girl. In 
addition to her commitments as a single mother of 4, she showed up to work every day with a positive attitude, 
enthusiastic to build her skills in the solar industry. Verna is now among a group of solar installers set to work 
on a large solar system in Southern Alberta. Her installation experience at Windsor Park will undoubtedly prove 
valuable as she continues to build her career and experience as a solar installer.   
 
Even though the solar system has only been running for a short time, it has already substantially reduced the 
league’s carbon footprint.  Some key indicators for the system are provided below: 

 

First day online October 2, 2019 

Capacity 5.58 kW 

Total production through June 5, 202 1778 kWh 

Total cost of installation $18,648 
 
Almost all of the cost was paid from grants and rebate programs, including a $11,500 grant from EcoCity, a 
City of Edmonton partnership, and a $6,417 rebate from the Municipal Climate Change Action Centre’s Alberta 
Municipal Solar Program.  The Windsor Park Community League thanks our funders for this financial support, 
which will provide a long-term benefit to Windsor Park, our City and the planet. 
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We hope that the solar array will offer a positive example to the many Edmontonians who will see it as they 
travel by on 86 Ave.  However, hidden underneath the solar modules are the stories of multiple communities 
and people who were positively impacted in helping make this system a reality.  This solar system is an 
example of how creative, ecological thinking can lead to many positive benefits. 
 
 
YouthWrite is a charitable arts organization offering inclusive, multi-disciplinary camps for young 
writers and creatives between the ages of 8-19.  
  
YouthWrite Zooms OnLine, our virtual camp running July 6-10, will deliver the same wordplayful 
experience, in a new format. Young writers will work with superb instructors from the visual, musical, 
dance/performance, film and written arts. We'll mirror many of our campers’ favourite activities and 
invite kids to do more than just sit at a desk and write. Because it’s not all online: there’s offline fun 
and hijinx, too! This summer we feature an Outer Limits of the Imagination Live Action Role-Playing 
storyline to set participants on daily quests outside and away from their computer screens. They'll 
venture forth alone and with fellow YouthWriters in their towns or cities (while maintaining social 
distance) for some amazing prizes!  
Participants can choose one of three virtual camps this summer:  
YouthWrite Zooms OnLine, July 6-10, ages 8-11 ($325.00 CAD) 
YouthWrite Zooms OnLine, July 6-10, ages 12-14 ($375.00) 
YouthWrite Zooms OnLine, July 6-10, ages 15-19 ($375.00 CAD) 
 
For more information and to register, please visit youthwrite.com 
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to email me back directly, or contact the 
YouthWrite e-mail: info@youthwrite.com 
 
Note: there is a send-a-kid to camp scholarship available on our website at this 
address: https://www.youthwrite.com/donate or if anyone wishes to, they can send an e-transfer 
to info@youthwrite.com (password is Inkling - the name of our mascot. 
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MEDIATION AND RESTORATIVE JUSTICE CENTRE (MRJC) 

Are you having difficulty resolving an issue in the community?  It is not uncommon for 
neighbours to have disagreements.  What do we do? 
 
Mediation 
 
We will work with you to assist you in addressing neighbour concerns.  Topics that 
often get addressed are fences, parking, trees, snow removal, and more.  Mediation is 
a voluntary process whereby both parties agree to have a discussion with the 
assistance of a professionally trained mediator to help them come to resolution.  The 
goal is to find a solution that works for everyone and maintains the neighbourly 
relationship. This service is offered free of charge for City of Edmonton residents. 
 
Training 
 
We also offer workshops to assist community members with communication skills that 
will help them in everyday life.  This can be beneficial when you first encounter 
difficulty in your life whether it is at work, with family, children, or a neighbour. 
 
For further information you can contact us at (780) 423-0896.	 
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We all deserve to live in a safe community and city, but there can be many things that impact our 
perceptions of safety. One of the challenges is that the things that can make us feel unsafe, are the ones 
that often go unreported. These can include things like a vehicle that appears to be abandoned, graffiti or 
an unkept property. It can also be suspicious activity such as someone approaching vehicles and trying 
door handles or peering in house or garage windows. It could be a vehicle driving through the area over 
and over at odd hours or a broken window. It can be easier for you to recognize when something seems 
out of the ordinary because you are most familiar with your community. These types of occurrences can 
be unnerving and when they go unreported we put the police at a disadvantage because they rely on us 
to tell them what seems out of the ordinary. Your report is a valuable piece of information, and each time 
you report, the chances of preventing or solving a crime improves. 

Here is how you can help: 

• Get to know your neighbours and the vehicles that belong in your neighbourhood. When you 
know the people who are from your area you are better able to know when a car or person 
appears to be out of the ordinary.

• Pay attention to your surroundings as you move through the neighbourhood; note the little details 
like an open garage door or back gate. Be aware of potential hiding spots, recent vandalism, 
burned out street lights or unsightly garbage.

• Take action, if you see something unusual;

o Call 9-1-1 if it is an emergency where life, safety or property is in immediate danger or 
there is a crime in progress.

o Call the non-emergency line with concerns or information on a previous crime
780-423-4567 or #377 (on mobile devices).

o Remember that certain crimes, like theft from a vehicle or damage to property, can be 
reported online at edmontonpolice.ca or by using the EPS Mobile App.

o Graffiti, burned out street lights, unsightly or unkempt properties can be reported to the 
City of Edmonton by calling 3-1-1 or the Edmonton311 App.

o Share the information you have on crime prevention strategies, such as in the Crime 
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Guide, contact net@edmonton.ca for 
a copy.

o Let your neighbours know when their gate or garage door is open or if there is something 
that makes their property vulnerable.

• Stay up to date on reported crimes in your area by accessing the Edmonton Police Service’s 
Neighbourhood Crime Mapping tool. 

We all want our communities to be as safe as possible. Even the smallest piece of information can help 
reduce crime and disorder. If you would like to learn more about community safety and crime prevention 
contact the Neighbourhood Empowerment Team (NET) online.  
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SIGN  UP  WITH  US 
FOR LIVE   

INTERACTIVE  
VIDEO  LESSONS! 

REAL  
TEACHERS 

IN REAL 
TIME!

LEARN GUITAR AND PIANO 
FROM HOME DURING COVID-19
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR REFERRAL SERVICE 
Are you tired of paying double the rate for 

renovations because you live in the university area? 
I live in Windsor Park, and I have carefully selected 
contractors based on their 
quality of work and tendency to 
charge fair prices for the work 
done, not the area I live in.  
 In response to the 
exorbitant prices being paid by 
many neighbours, I have formed 
a general contractor referral 
service. You let me know what 
your renovation needs are, and I 
put you in touch with a selected group of 
contractors who provide high quality work for less. 
You do not pay anything for this referral service. 
They will contact you, and the rest is between you 
and the contractor. 
 
Email Alexia Ferrari at 
alexia.lane.ferrari@gmail.com 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

THE TEGLER FOUNDATION 
	

Tegler	Manor	 9943	-	110	Street	
	

Tegler	Terrace	 9918	-	149	Street	
	

Providing	Caring,	Independent	Living	for	Seniors,	
where	concern	for	our	Residents	comes	first.	

65+	(negotiable)	|	Subsidy	Available	
Close	to	all	Amenities	

	

Phone:	780-422-1531	
Email:	info@teglerfoundation.ca	
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Windsor Park Neighbourhood Connector Feature 
 
Jannine Otto, Windsor Park Block Connector: Feeling joy at meeting 
neighbours 
 
Abundant Community Edmonton is a grassroots initiative fostering neighbour to neighbour 
relationships. The goal: to cultivate a culture of care and connection, increased sense of belonging & 
inclusion - ultimately creating a more healthy and livable city – one block at a time - City of Edmonton 
By Ronnene Anderson 
 

Jannine Otto has a motto: “Life starts at the end of your comfort 
zone.”  When applied to her role as block connector, that 
means engaging with neighbours even when it’s uncomfortable, 
and then being pleasantly surprised.  
Jannine has lived in Windsor Park for 21 years, along with her  
husband David and three children. She was born in New 
Zealand and immigrated at age 12 to Australia, where she 
eventually met David. They immigrated to Canada in 1996.   
 
Trained to be a nurse, Jannine has been working at the YMCA 

as an adult fitness and lifestyle trainer. She, along with her neighbour Kyrstie Green, 
joined the block connector program after Neighbourhood Connector Penny Tucker 
reached out to them. 
The three women eventually chose a “team name” for themselves: Block 1920. (They 
live between 120th Street and 119th Street.) 
 
On a frigid day early last year, Jannine experienced her first block event: a hot 
chocolate party on the sidewalk. “I was shocked at how many people showed up” 
Jannine says.  “We were forgetting how cold it was and feeling joy at meeting 
neighbours. I had met some of them on the street but never had a full conversation 
with them.” After talking to one neighbour, she realized “how nice he was, how easy it 
was to talk to him.” 
 
Last October Jannine organized an apple dessert evening to make use of her 
neighbour Krystie’s abundant harvest. They oven-baked the apples, then offered ice 
cream, gelato, sorbet and wine on the side. “More people turned up than we expected. 
We had about 20, including children. I thought it would be an hour, or hour and a half, 
but it was all evening. It was terrific.” Jannine’s grown children also mingled with 
neighbours at the party. “Our kids loved it.”  
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In March, as the Covid 19 lockdown started constricting social life in Windsor Park, 
Jannine led a street workout on Block 1920. She devised a workout plan that took into 
account social distancing. “We were actually on the road, on a section that didn’t have 
ice or snow. I used my big-girl voice. As soon as I put the music on, we all started 
moving. We realized it was a unique moment in time. We were exercising in the middle 
of the street.”  
 
 Jannine has also taken her connector role to the video screen, chatting with people in 
Windsor Park and beyond. Some of those people aren’t doing very well, she says. In 
those cases, she realizes “the importance of just being a good listener.” 
  
Jannine encourages people to get out of their homes and expand their world. She 
acknowledges that families are busier than they were a generation ago. Sports are more 
competitive, replacing the casual neighbourhood games of the past. Our electronic 
devices take up time we used to spend visiting. “We get very comfortable in our daily 
lives with our daily routine, Jannine says. “But I still believe we have time to connect.”  
 
 
 
 
Distanced ‘street workout’ lead by Jannine on March 21st  
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VIRTUAL BLOCK SOCIAL ‘COOK-UP’ – FRIDAY MAY 22, 2020 
Organized by Block Connector, Kyrstie Green, block neighbours on 119/120 Street made a delicious granola 
recipe together while catching up over a Zoom gathering.   
 

			 	
	
	
	

"We are happy to pass along this beautiful, upright, Yamaha piano, at no cost. (Allow for moving and 
tuning expenses only.)" If interested, please contact Penny at: 780-970-8418 or life.dance @telus.net 
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   ACE Block Connector Zones, Windsor Park, 2020-05 
   Margie Ritchie    A 
   Marilyn Gaa     B 
   Linda Banister    C 
   Marilyn Steier    D 
   Lisa Alton     E 
   Kim Lakeman     F 
   Elaine Morrison    G 
   Elisabeth Beaubien    H 
   Janet Sperling    I 
   Lynne Guest     J 
   Merrilyn Greig    K 
   Marie Wilson    L 
   Mike Cheung     M 
   Patricia Dolez / Mark Peppler  N 
   Bentley Condo - No Connector   O 
   Chuck Lee      P 
   Scott Meadows    Q 
   Marion Lamb    R 
   Irene Hendersen /  
   Brenden & Danika Kunimoto  S     
   Sara Kalke      T 
   Ted / Louise Bentley   U 
   Sheryll Ford     V 
   Janine Otto/ Kyrstie Green/   W 
   Penny Tucker  
   Michael Jacka/Kristi Williams 
   /Allison Russell    X 
   No Connector    Y 
   No Connector    Z 
 


